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Our story
Since its creation in 1983, Weaving Machinery has had a guiding mission: to offer top quality machinery at 
affordable prices. That mission is still equally important for this family-run company today. 

The best value and performance materials are sourced from specialist suppliers throughout Europe whilst 
the Evesham based factory designs and builds a range of advanced equipment for the agricultural market.

Weaving’s consistent long-term relationships with customers and suppliers are a measure of their 
commitment to supporting the growth and success of the industry.

A skilled team of service engineers and a committed parts department ensure that Weaving products will 
meet every need and expectation over its long working life.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SABRE DRILL
The Sabre Drill has made low disturbance crop establishment simple and intuitive since launch, offering 
precise placement of seed while avoiding trash blockages and unnecessary downtime. 

The new and revamped version makes several key adjustments, all serving to make the Sabre Drill even more 
accessible and powerful for everyday use. Following intense development and testing, new features include:

• Revamped and easier calibration process

• Relocated depth wheels that bring the weight closer to the tractor

• Hydraulic depth control instead of manual adjustment

• Side-to-side rolling pivot for more precise contouring

• Ability to handle large quantities of trash

• Simple depth adjustment of the seeding coulter 

The new Sabre Drill builds on the exceptional previous version to create the next great product in crop 
establishment, capable of tackling cultivation systems of all sizes and challenges.

HOW IT WORKS
Whether used for direct drilling or for minimum tillage, the Weaving Sabre Drill places seed consistently and 
precisely, even in the toughest conditions. The four rows of high clearance carbide-faced tines even make 
large amounts of trash a complete non-issue. The new Sabre Drill features a settling area for trash before it 
hits the third and fourth rows – no more blockages or issues, however high the trash amount. 

The Weaving Sabre Drill delivers an even and accurate quantity of seed to each coulter, even with seed 
rates as low as 2kg/ha and with working widths of 6M wide. Driven by an electronic metering system and a 
hydraulic fan, the metering device will deliver accurate sowing rates of everything from fine rape seed to 
large bean seeds.

High strength steels and corrosion resistant materials are used extensively throughout the drill design to 
maintain consistent high performance throughout its long working life. The unique side-to-side rolling 
action of the toolbars also ensures greater contouring ability, improving sowing depth and accuracy for 
better performance with less wear and tear.

The exceptional inter-tine clearance results in a low power requirement and ability to drill in all weather.  
The improved clearance means less blockages and uninterrupted drilling, even when used for minimum 
tillage or direct drilling in the trashiest conditions.

Low disturbance, low horsepower and low running costs – the Sabre Drill keeps you working better for 
longer – whether in direct, no-till or plough based systems – and remain blockage-free even in arduous 
weather conditions. 

KEY FEATURES OF THE SABRE DRILL

Simple calibration
Calibration is simple and quick using the single point discharge chute and screw adjustable metering 
mechanism. The corrosion-proof metering unit is maintenance free and will maintain its accuracy season 
after season. Complete discharge of the hopper is made quick and easy with the emptying hatch.  
Calibration has now been greatly improved with the two-piece toolbar fold making access to the metering 
unit virtually unhindered.

Rapid sowing depth control
Field conditions, seed types and varieties can change and the Weaving Sabre drill working depth can be altered 
quickly to match. The ability to raise and lower the depth wheels hydraulically removes the need for strenuous 
manual adjustment, giving you more precise control over the drilling depth and your farming strategy. 

Hydraulic fan
The Sabre Drill is fitted with a hydraulic 6” fan as standard. This reduces the RPM on the tractor, which 
reduces fuel costs, gives more flexibility with air flow, and helps prevent wear and tear on the tractor body.

Six degree wing pivot for ultimate  
contour following and seed placement

Hydraulic depth wheel with  
aluminium spacers

Wheel eradicators

Double Z following harrow with  
angle adjustment

High carbon steel leg with tungsten  
and adjustable stainless steel tube

Four rows of tines for  
high trash clearance
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Description
The low disturbance and heavy duty Sabre Drill is the next step forward for all no-till and conventional 
cultivation systems. More powerful, more precise, more durable, and easier to use.

Available in different sizes and specs to suit your unique requirements.

Models Available:

OPTIONS
Various options are available to be fitted to the standard Sabre Drill enabling the customer to specify the 
machine to your exact requirements.

Hydraulic Markers  
The hydraulic position markers use a serrated cutting disc to scratch a mark into the surface of the soil 
allowing operators to align the centre of the machine at equal and parallel distances from their 
previous workings.

Electric Half Shut Off
An electronically controlled actuator shuts off 50% of the distribution head cutting off seed supply to half of 
the machine width to reduce the amount of seed overlap on headland manoeuvres.

Slug/Fertiliser/OSR Applicator (130 Litres) 
A Stocks Rotor Meter applicator can be supplied capable of applying most small seeds.

Avadex Applicator (240 Litres) 
A Stocks Turbo Jet i-Con applicator is fitted capable of applying micro and full size granular material and small 
seeds.

Slug Pellet Roller for Avadex Applicator  
This roller can be fitted to the Stocks Avadex applicator allowing it to accurately meter Slug Pellet granules. 

Pre-emergence Markers  
A pair of pre-emergence markers are fitted to the following harrows and use a serrated cutting disc to leave 
a visible mark for operators to easily follow for subsequent operations. These are activated automatically by 
the RDS controller.

Variable Rate Unlock Code 

This is only available with iSOCAN controls. By purchasing the unlock code operators are then able to access 
the variable rate seeding facility on the RDS controller.

iSOBUS
ISOBUS enables standardised communication between your tractor, software and drill through a single ‘plug 
and play’ terminal. The tractor driver is able to control several functions allowing better yield and precision 
drilling management from the comfort of the tractor cab using an ISOBUS Ready Cable.

 MODEL WORKING WIDTH COULTERS

 Sabre 3000M 3 Metres 18

 Sabre 4800M 4.8 Metres 28

 Sabre 6000M 6 Metres 36

*Suggested

Standard Specification:

 MODEL SABRE 3000M SABRE 4800M SABRE 6000M

 Transport Width 2.99 Metres 2.95 Metres 2.95 Metres

 Depth 3.85 Metres 3.85 Metres 3.85 Metres

 Filling Height 2.4 Metres 2.6 Metres 2.6 Metres

 Weight 2000kg 2800kg 3200kg

 Minimum Power Requirement * 120hp 160hp 200hp

 Hopper capacity 2000 litres 2000 litres 2000 litres

 Row spacing 166mm 166mm 166mm

 Hitch system Mounted Mounted Mounted

 Hydraulic Fan Standard Standard Standard

 Wheel Eradicators Standard Standard Standard

 LED Work and Position Lights Standard Standard Standard

3-6M 150 + BHP 166 MM
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APPLICATORS
Stocks Turbo Jet Applicator
The Stocks Turbo Jet i-Con applicator with a capacity of 240 Litres are a versatile and accurate 12 volt 
powered pneumatic applicator to meter and spread most small seeds. This applicator is commonly used 
to apply Avadex or slug pellets with the measured material blown onto the seedbed surface via a separate 
distribution unit. Applicators can be configured to suit various working widths.

Stocks Rotor Meter Applicator
The Stocks Turbo Jet i-Con applicator has a capacity of 130 Litres enabling it to accurately and safely meter 
micro and full size granular material and small seeds. The electronically speed controlled (ESC) applicator 
uses GPS to automatically maintain application rate as forward speed varies with ‘on the go’ adjustment 
of rate. The metered material is fed into the venturi of the seed metering unit via a pressurised air supply 
ensuring constant delivery of material. The combination of materials is evenly mixed in the metering unit 
and delivered via one coulter into the seedbed.
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